GE Healthcare

Clinical Specialist Image Quality (f/m/d)  
Women's Health Ultrasound

Job No. R3569305, Tiefenbach 15, Zipf – Frankenburg, 4871 Zipf, Austria

About us
GE Healthcare is a leading global medical technology and digital solutions innovator. Our mission is to improve lives in the moments that matter. Unlock your ambition, turn ideas into world-changing realities, and join an organization where every voice makes a difference, and every difference builds a healthier world.

Responsibilities

• Close working relationship with clinical product team and references doctors
• Tuning and development of probe, applications and features up to a clinical level of maturity. This typically involves scanning phantoms for known anomalies, oneself and volunteers
• Using, maintaining and extending tools required for image quality optimization
• Realization of innovative ideas in close collaboration with local system and probe engineers along and external R & D partners
• Cooperation with global teams of technicians, product manager and clinical application specialists

Qualifications

• You have obtained an advanced level (University or Technical College) qualification in Medical Technology, Medicine, Physics or Electrical Engineering
• You possess ambitions in the field of Image Processing and have a good eye for image evaluation
• Working knowledge of medicine is advantageous (Anatomy, Pathology, Physiology)
• Experience in computer programming is desirable
• Independent and analytical mind
• Capable of working in small comprehensive teams and completing tasks in a target orientated manor
• Enthusiasm for working in a challenging global company and a good command of the English language complete your profile

Minimum Salary according to the Austrian law: €41.300. Depending on experience an overpayment is likely.

We look forward to receiving your online application!

For more information and current job openings visit GE Careers